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First part of my dissertation documents a positive correlation between
changes in output volatilities and changes in net foreign asset positions for
a sample of advanced economies. The correlation is robust to di¤erent mea-
sures of changes in volatility, to the inclusion of a large set of control variables,
and to alternative estimation techniques. Given country specic character-
istics, a one standard deviation increase in volatility generates a .21 percent
increase in a countrys ratio of net foreign asset position to GDP. In addition,
the paper nds a clear channel from nancial crises to changes in net
foreign asset positions through changes in output volatilities, providing a
strong empirical support for Bernankes (2005) conjecture on the main causes
for the emergence of a global saving glut. I build DSGE model to account for
the relationship between volatility and NFA positions. The model explains
around 25% of the change in NFA position for a representative country.
Second part of my dissertation demonstrates that simultaneous changes in
the volatility of uninsurable idiosyncratic risk across countries can explain the
occurrence of global imbalances. I construct an international real business
cycle model in which heterogeneous agents are not able to fully insure against
aggregate and idiosyncratic shocks to labor earnings. First, I show that
changes in idiosyncratic volatility can lead to much larger external imbalances
than changes in aggregate volatility of the same magnitude. Second, I employ
the Luxembourg Income Study dataset to measure changes in idiosyncratic
risk for selected countries over the period 1980-2000, and use the results
to calibrate the model. Under this approach, the model can quantitatively
explain between 30 and 40 percent of the change in the U.S. net foreign asset
position and comes close to explaining the change in Japans net foreign asset
position. The results are robust to di¤erent parameter values and model
specications.
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Part I
Aggregate Risk and Global
Imbalances: Evidence and Theory
1
1. Introduction
One of the features of the world economy since the early 1980s, has been the per-
sistent accumulation of current account imbalances. These imbalances are a global
phenomenon, caused by both developed and developing countries. The decit side is
represented by Australia, Brazil, Canada, Mexico, the U.K. and the U.S., whereas the
surplus side includes Germany, Japan, Switzerland, and more recently, the East Asian
countries. Figure 1 shows the dynamics of net foreign asset positions,1 expressed as
a fraction of the U.S. GDP2, for 4 regions of the world: East Asia,3 Europe,4 Japan
and the U.S.
1Source: Lane and Milesi-Ferretti (2007) and own calculations
2Sampling period is from 1970-2004.
3East Asian countries in the sample are: Hong Kong, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Philippines,
Singapore, and Taiwan.
4European countries in the sample are: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany,
Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
and the United Kingdom.
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Figure 1 Dynamics of Net Foreign Asset Positions for Selected Regions of
the World.
Several observations emerge from this gure. First, the U.S. is currently the
biggest borrower in the global nancial markets with a negative net foreign asset
(NFA) position of 22.6 % of its GDP in 2004. Second, the accumulation of a negative
position by the U.S. happened in two waves: the rst one started around 1983 and
the second one around 1996. Third, Japan started accumulating a positive net foreign
asset position around the same time when the U.S. started accumulating foreign debt.
Fourth, Europe has been slowly shifting from a positive position into a negative
position, but at a much slower pace than the rest of the regions considered here.
Finally, the East Asian countries, while having a decit for half of the sample period,
started a persistent accumulation of positive net foreign assets around 1997.
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This paper provides empirical evidence for changes in aggregate volatility to be a
possible explanation for the accumulation of global imbalances. The study is based
on the theoretical works by Fogli and Perri (2006) and Strohush (2008), which show
in DSGE frameworks how changes in aggregate volatility could a¤ect changes in NFA
positions. The intuition behind their result is the following: suppose a country, for
example the U.S., experienced a larger reduction in aggregate volatility than the
rest of the world. This decrease in volatility makes the U.S. a relatively safer place,
while the rest of the world riskier. Hence, agents in the rest of the world increase
the bu¤er of precautionary savings owing into the U.S, and causing the U.S. to
run negative net foreign asset position. My paper documents positive correlation
between changes in aggregate volatilities and changes in NFA positions for a sample
of advanced economies, supporting Fogli and Perri (2006) and Strohush (2008) results.
I show that, given country specic characteristics, one standard deviation increase in
aggregate volatility, improves countrys NFA position by .21 percentage points of its
GDP.
This paper also provides empirical evidence to Bernanke (2005) conjecture on
global saving glut. Bernanke (2005) relates the accumulation of external imbalances
with the emergence of the so called global saving glutwhich is the recent increase
in the global supply of saving. Large part of the increase comes from the East Asian
countries due to the change in their roles from being net borrowers to net lenders
after the nancial crisis in 1997. In particular, most of the East Asian countries have
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seen a reversal from current account decits to surpluses within the past ten years,
and those that were in the surplus before 1997 have kept and increased their positive
position since then. Bernanke points out to 1997-1998 nancial crises as the reason
for such a change in the countriesbehavior. My paper nds a link from nancial
crises into changes in NFA positions through changes in aggregate volatility. If a
country experiences a nancial crisis, this crisis would increase aggregate uncertainty
in this country, making it riskier for investors resulting in outow of capital from
the country. At the same time residents of this country in order to address such an
unexpected increase in uncertainty will increase their precautionary savings, resulting
in the overall increase in aggregate saving. These extra savings will ow into the safer
environment, for example the U.S. This study shows how accounting for endogeneity
of changes in aggregate volatility, using nancial crises as an instrument improves the
e¤ect, that changes in aggregate volatility have on changes in NFA positions.
I also build DSGE model to account for the relationship between volatility and
NFA positions. The model matches almost perfectly qualitatively changes in volatility
with changes in NFA positions. Quantitatively, the model can match around 25% of
the change in NFA position for a representative country.
The global imbalances have attracted much attention from researchers. Two op-
posing points of view arose from numerous studies. Obstfeld and Rogo¤ (2004), and
Blanchard, Giavazzi and Sa (2005) claim that sudden adjustment of the U.S. current
account would lead to a massive depreciation of the dollar, and possibly to a global
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economic crisis. However, a more conservative view is put forward by Fogli and Perri
(2006), Strohush (2008), Bernanke (2005), Mendoza, Quadrini and Rios-Rull (2006),
Caballero, Farhi and Gorinchas (2006), Antras and Caballero (2007) and Cooper
(2008), who view global imbalances as the innocuous outcome of the economic forces
that prevail in todays world. For example, Mendoza, Quadrini and Rios-Rull (2006)
consider a multi-country dynamic general equilibrium model with cross-country het-
erogeneity of nancial markets. They show that global imbalances are the gradual
result of nancial integration of countries with di¤erent nancial institutions. Ca-
ballero, Farhi and Gorinchas (2006) show that the global imbalances could be the
harmless outcome of the di¤erence in growth potentials and abilities to produce -
nancial assets among di¤erent regions of the world. Antras and Caballero (2007) show
that capital can ow from the emerging economies to the industrial ones if the former
have less developed nancial markets. Cooper (2008) attributes the emergence of the
imbalances to the dramatic demographic transformations in di¤erent regions of the
world.
Most of empirical work in this branch of the literature is focused on medium-term
determinants of current accounts using either cross-sectional or panel regression tech-
niques, where a lot of competing theories are thrown into a horse race. For example,
Chinn and Prasad (2003) and Chinn and Ito (2007) nd that current accounts bal-
ances are positively correlated with government budget balances. Gruber and Kamin
(2007) following Bernanke (2005) introduce a nancial crisis variable; however, they
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nd it to be signicant, only when crisis is interacted with openness variable. Legg,
Prasad and Robinson (2007) work is very similar to Gruber and Kamin (2007), but
using di¤erent time period and set of countries. My paper is di¤erent from this line of
research in several aspects. First, I divide the sample into two sub-samples: one be-
fore the accumulation of imbalances started and one after and compute changes over
two periods. This allows focusing on the possible changes in variables over the periods
when accumulation happened and not on the overall determinants of current account.
Second, I study whether changes in aggregate volatility can generate imbalances, and
this variable was not addressed in the literature. And third, I explain changes in NFA
positions not in current accounts, to t better the theoretical framework in Fogli and
Perri (2006) and Strohush (2008).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the results from
the benchmark specication. Section III presents the theoretical model and disscusses
its implications. Section IV reports some robustness checks. Section V concludes.
2. Benchmark specication
The goal of this study is to provide empirical assessment for changes in which factors
could have generated sizeable changes in NFA positions. In particular, the focus is
on changes in aggregate volatility and I pose a question whether changes in output
volatility, which is a proxy for aggregate volatility, can create changes in NFA po-
sitions, observed in the data. I start empirical investigation with a data set for 29
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advanced countries covering the period 1970-2004. I select all the countries identied
as advanced according to IMF (2009)5. I divided my sample in two sub-samples:
1970-1983 and 1984-2004. The motivation for choosing 1984 is two-folded: First,
Stock and Watson (2005) identify 1984 as the beginning of the decline in business
cycle volatility in G7 countries. Second, Fig. 1 shows that accumulation of the nega-
tive position for the U.S. has started around 1984. For each country and sub-period I
calculated average NFA position as a fraction of the countrys GDP over sub-sample
periods. A variable NFA is constructed as a di¤erence between two averages and is
served to capture the changes in NFA positions. In order to measure changes in aggre-
gate volatility I computed standard deviation of log of real GDP detrended with rst
di¤erences for each country and sub-period. Then, I constructed a variable Volatility,
which is a di¤erence of standard deviations between two periods. Fig. 2 reports a
scatter plot of changes in NFA positions and level changes in GDP volatilities.
5I dropped Czech Republic, Luxembourg, San Marino, Slovakia and Slovenia from this list, since
the data on net foreign asset positions is not available for them.
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Figure 2. Changes in NFA positions and Volatilities (Advanced Economies).
Changes in NFA are di¤erences between average ratios of countrys NFA position to GDP
over sample periods: 1970-1983 and 1984-2004. Level changes in aggregate volatility are
di¤erences between standard deviations of growth rates of GDP over sample periods:
1970-1983 and 1984-2004.
Several observations emerge from this gure. First, most of the countries in the
sample experienced reduction in GDP volatility over two periods. Second, coun-
tries that experienced either increase in GDP volatility or smaller reduction in GDP
volatility than the rest of the countries also accumulated positive net foreign asset
positions. Third, there is a modest positive correlation between changes in NFA and
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changes in the volatility. Column (1) of Table 1 reports the results from running
OLS regression of changes in NFA on the level changes in volatility. The coe¢ cient
is signicant at 5% level and adjusted R2 is .125. This implies that countries that
experience increases in the aggregate volatility improve their NFA positions. In other
words countries that have become riskier in terms of aggregate volatility over two
periods have increased their savings to address such an increase in volatility, which is
consistent with the studies by Fogli and Perri (2006) and Strohush (2008).
Table 1
Level changes in NFA positions and volatilities, OLS estimation
Dependent variable: NFA
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Volatility 11.8** 9.30* 11.9** 9.39* 9.16* 14.9*** 10.1*
(2.23) (1.96) (2.65) (2.03) (1.95) (3.51) (1.97)
Openness . . . .008*** .006** .005** .005** -.001 .002
(2.92) (2.65) (2.22) (2.20) (-0.65) (1.11)
Growth . . . . . . -.073** -.069** -.064* -.221*** -.162***
(-2.39) (-2.32) (-2.06) (-5.81) (-3.80)
GDPpc . . . . . . . . . .411 .444* .058 .191
(1.62) (1.69) (0.31) (0.85)
Old_ratio . . . . . . . . . . . . .014 -.005 .005
(0.64) (-0.35) (0.26)
StockCap . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .337*** . . .
(2.96)
StockTurn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -.062
(-0.63)
Adjusted R2 .125 .316 .421 .456 .442 .775 .660
Changes are constructed between sample periods: 1970-1983 and 1984-2004.
t-statistics in parentheses. *,**,*** shows signicance at 10%, 5% and 1%.
These results while being indicative are not very reliable. For example, there could
be some omitting variable that is correlated with both changes in NFA and volatility
and delivers these results. Alternatively, volatility could be just a part of a story,
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and other possible factors might have generated sizeable changes in NFA positions.
Inclusion of possible omitting variables as well as alternative factors might a¤ect the
results in either way. I proceed as follows. First, I include several controls to cope
with the possibility of omitting variables. Second, I include several factors that reect
alternative explanations of the emergence of global imbalances.
Openness is one of the possible controls identied by the literature6. It is measured
as the average sum of exports and imports relative to GDP. In my model I explain
changes in NFA; hence I use changes in openness over two periods, which is the
di¤erence between averages over sub-samples. Column (2) of Table 1 reports the
results from the basic regression with the inclusion of openness. The coe¢ cient on
volatility is still signicant and positive.
Additional two controls are growth rate in productivity and per capita income.
If a country experienced an increase in growth rate of productivity relatively to the
other country, it should run negative net foreign asset position. Since higher return on
capital would attract more investments from abroad. Growth rate in productivity also
serves as an alternative explanation for global imbalances put forward by Caballero,
Farhi and Gorinchas (2006). They show that capital ow more into U.S. than to
Europe from emerging countries because U.S. has better productivity opportunities
than Europe. I use changes in the growth rates of real GDP per capita as a proxy for
changes in the growth rate in productivity. Column (3) of Table 1 shows the results
with the introduction of the changes in growth rates. The coe¢ cient on volatility is
6See for example Gruber and Kamin (2007)
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positive and signicant. The coe¢ cient on growth rates is signicant and negative;
indicating that countries with larger increases in growth rates in productivity should
have run negative NFA positions, which is consistent with the results of Caballero,
Farhi and Gorinchas (2006).
Column (4) of Table 1, presents the results with the inclusion of the changes in
income per capita, which is the di¤erence in real GDP per capita between two periods,
normalized by a sample mean. Both coe¢ cients of interest: changes in volatility and
growth rates remain signicant and with the expected signs.
Cooper (2008) suggests demographics as one of the possible causes of global im-
balances. The author makes a conjecture about dramatic but di¤erent demographics
changes experienced by the U.S. on one side and Japan and East Asian countries
on the other one. For example the U.S. experienced increase in the average life ex-
pectance of 8.2 years, while Japan 16.4.7 At the same time the average number of
children per woman of child bearing-age is 1.4 in Japan and 1.0 in Hong Kong and
Singapore, while in the U.S. it is above 2 per woman.8 In addition, there are over
one million of immigrants coming to the U.S. which are usually of working-age pop-
ulation. In the paper, Cooper (2008) points out that those aging societies that do no
reproduce themselves, like Japan, Hong Kong etc., should increase their saving for
retirement simply because they expect to live longer. In order to capture the e¤ect
on changes in NFA positions from these demographic changes I use changes in the
7Data are taken from Cooper (2008).
82.1 per woman is needed to sustain population size in the long run, (see Cooper (2008))
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old-age dependency ratio over two periods as one of the control variables. Old-age
dependency ratio is dened as a ratio of population older than 64 to working age
population. Column (5) of table 1 reports the results after introduction this measure
of demographic change. The coe¢ cient is positive but insignicant.
Numerous studies point out to nancial deepness as another possible cause of
global imbalances.9 I used two di¤erent proxies to measure nancial deepness: changes
in stock market capitalization and stock market turnover. The former is measured
as a ratio of total value of listed shares to GDP and the latter as a ratio of the value
of total shares traded to average real market capitalization. Column (6) of Table 1
reports the results using stock market capitalization and column (7) using stock mar-
ket turnover.10 The coe¢ cient on stock market capitalization is positive and strongly
signicant, but the coe¢ cient on stock market turnover is negative and insignicant.
2.1. Discussion
The coe¢ cient on changes in volatility is positive and signicant in all the specica-
tions and ranges from 9.16 to 11.911. This result indicates that given country specic
characteristics, one standard deviation increase in the volatility between two periods
would result roughly between .9 to .12 percentage point improvements in the NFA
9See for example Chinn and Prasad (2003), Chinn and Prasad (2007) or Legg, Prasad and
Robinson (2007)
10The result with nancial deepness variables should be used cautiously for two reasons: First,
data are not available for Cyprus, Finland, Iceland, Ireland, Malta and New Zealand. Second, for
most of the countries data starts either 1975 or 1976. Hence the sample is a¤ected.
11I focus my discussion on the results without controlling for nancial deepness. Since I have only
23 observations for nancial deepness and the sample is considerably a¤ected.
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position.
The coe¢ cient on changes in the growth rates in productivity is negative as ex-
pected and signicant in all the specications and ranges from -.064 to -.073. A 1
percent increase in the average growth rate of productivity between two periods gen-
erates deterioration between .064 to .073 percentage points in countrys NFA position.
The last coe¢ cient of interest is the change in old dependency ratio. The sign on
old dependency ratio is positive as expected, but the coe¢ cient is insignicant. This
result is consistent with Cooper (2008). A country with larger increase in the number
of old people accumulates more savings to address longer life expectancy and runs a
positive NFA position.
The last coe¢ cient of interest is the change in nancial deepness. As pointed
out by Chinn and Prasad (2007) it is less obvious what should be the sign on the
nancial deepness variable. Clearly nancial deepness boosts investments, but, at
the same time higher returns and lower risks of investments would increase savings
through income and substitution e¤ects. In addition, Bernanke (2005) made a con-
jecture that funds ow from less developed countries into more developed, hence
increase in the nancial deepening should decrease savings. The coe¢ cient on the
stock market turnover is negative indicating in favor of Bernankes inference. However
the coe¢ cient on the stock market capitalization is positive and signicant, implying
consistency with more conservative theory. Conclusion: it is still an open empirical
question for future research.
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2.2. Endogeneity
The OLS regression show positive relationship between changes in volatilities and
changes in NFA positions. However, it is possible that there is some omitted third
factor that is positively correlated with both changes in volatilities and changes in
NFA positions and delivers this result. In other words, changes in volatilities could
be an endogenous variable. Hence, I need to nd a factor that could a¤ect changes
in NFA position but only through changes in volatility. I propose a nancial crisis as
a possible instrument.
The justication of this instrument is as follows. If a country experiences a -
nancial crisis, aggregate uncertainty in this country increases. In other words, this
country becomes riskier for investors in terms of aggregate environment. So investors
pull out their capital away from this country. At the same time agents in this country,
observing such an increase in uncertainty, will boost their savings, due to precaution-
ary motives on one hand, and put their savings into safer environment, for example
into the U.S., on the other hand. So a country improves its external position. Hence,
there is a clear channel how nancial crisis through changes in aggregate uncertainty
a¤ects changes in NFA position. Since aggregate volatility is a proxy for aggregate
uncertainty, we should observe increase in the volatility for a country with a crisis.
Im considering changes in variables over two periods so I constructed nancial
crisis variable as a dummy that takes value 1, if a country experienced a crisis in the
15
second period (1984-2004) and 0 otherwise12.
Table 2
Level changes in NFA positions and volatilities, IV estimation
Dependent variable: NFA
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Volatility 32.8** 29.9** 23.3*** 22.3** 21.0** 17.5*** 30.1*
(2.57) (2.44) (2.80) (2.46) (2.39) (3.08) (1.96)
Openness . . . .006 .005* .005 .005 -.002 .004
(1.56) (1.80) (1.64) (1.68) (-0.78) (1.13)
Growth . . . . . . -.092** -.091** -.085** -.224*** -.122*
(-2.56) (-2.49) (-2.28) (-5.79) (-1.87)
GDPpc . . . . . . . . . .171 .215 .006 -.191
(0.53) (0.66) (0.03) (-0.47)
Old_ratio . . . . . . . . . . . . .010 -.006 .014
(0.39) (-0.38) (0.52)
StockCap .373*** . . .
(2.96)
StockTurn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -.250
(-1.34)
Changes are constructed between sample periods: 1970-1983 and 1984-2004.
Instrument: nancial crises. t-statistics in parentheses. *,**,*** shows signicance at 10%, 5% and
1%.
Table 2 reports the results from the same model specications as in Table 1 but
using instrumental variables estimation. Column (1) reports the results from the
basic regression and columns (2)-(7) with other controls. In all specications, the
coe¢ cient on changes in volatility is positive and signicant, and as expected, with
higher levels of signicance and larger magnitudes, than in the OLS estimations. The
value ranges from 21.0 to 32.8 while it ranges from 9.16 to 11.9 in the OLS estimation.
This increase indicates that solving endogeneity problem improves the estimates. The
12I identify countries with a crisis in my sample as follows: all the countries that su¤ered from
East Asian crises 1997-1998 and all the countries experienced systematic banking crises as in Caprio
and Klingebiel (2003). Those countries are: Finland, Hong Kong, Japan, Korea, Norway, Singapore,
Sweden and Taiwan.
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coe¢ cients on other variables have the same expected signs as in the least squares
specication.
These results from IV estimation support Bernanke (2005) conjecture that East
Asian 1997-1998 crises are responsible, at least in part, for the creation of excess
savings in East Asia. In particular I showed the link from the nancial crises into the
changes in NFA positions through the changes in volatility.
In the next section I present a toy version model of Strohush (2008) to study
whether the theoretical model delivers similar results observed in the data.
3. Theoretical Model
Environment. The model is an extension of Backus, Kehoe and Kydland (1992)
to a multi-country setup. The world consists of 7 countries, as in Strohush (2008).
Countries use labor and capital to produce one homogenous good. They di¤er along
the following dimensions. First, the size of the countries is di¤erent. Second, the
production process in each country is subject to country specic technology shocks.
Households. Each country is populated with a representative household. House-
holds consume, save, and divide time between work and leisure. I assume that house-
holds are endowed with L units of time, which can be used either for leisure or work.
The per-period utility function for agent in country j, at time t determines agents
preferences over consumption cjt and leisure L   ljt, where ljt is the time spent at
work,  determines the leisure weight in the utility function and  > 0 determines
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risk aversion. Each household maximizes a lifetime utility function given by:
maxE0
1X
t=0
t
[cjt(L  ljt) ]1 
1   ; (1)
subject to budget constraint:
cjt + sjt = wjtljt +Rt 1sjt 1   :5(sjt   sj)2 + Tjt (2)
where  > 0 is the discount factor, wjtljt is the labor income, with wjt to be a wage
rate in country j. sjt are households assets that pay a gross interest rate Rt: In
order to adjust their asset portfolios, households have to pay fees to the domestic
nancial intermediary. I assume that fees are a quadratic function of households
assets holdings:13 :5(sjt   Sj)2: This specication pins down steady state positions
of assets. I assume that nancial intermediary rebates the revenues from these fees
back to the households in a lump sum fashion and households take them as given. I
use Tjt to denote the rebates, which are equal to :5(sjt   Sj)2 in equilibrium. First
order conditions for consumption and labor are as follows:
c jt
 
L  ljt
(1 ) 
1 + 
 
sjt   Sj

= Et

Rtc
 
jt+1

L  ljt+1
(1 )
(3)
wjt =
cjt
L  ljt
: (4)
13The constant Sj is calibrated to be equal to the steady state capital, Kj in each country.
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Production. There is no mobility of labor between countries. In each country
there is an aggregate production function given by:
Yjt = exp(Ajt)K

jt 1L
1 
jt ; (5)
where Kjt and Ljt are aggregate capital and labor used in the production,  is the
capital share, Ajt is the country specic total factor productivity (TFP) shock. The
exogenous process for TFP is modeled as AR(1) process and is specied as follows:
Ajt = aAjt 1 +
p
1  2aeajt; (6)
where a is the autocorrelation parameter and e
a
jt  N(0; 2aj). In equilibrium, prices
are set to their marginal products:
wjt = (1  ) exp (Ajt)Kjt 1L jt =
(1  )Yjt
Ljt
; (7)
Rt 1   1 +  =  exp (Ajt)K 1jt 1L1 jt =
Yjt
Kjt 1
; (8)
where  is the depreciation rate of the capital. The stock of capital in each country
evolves according to (10):
Kjt = Ijt + (1  )Kjt 1; (9)
where Ijt is aggregate investment.
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Current Accounts. Dening net foreign asset position as: NFAjt = Sjt  Kjt
yields standard denition for current account as the sum of net investment income
and trade balance:
CAjt = NFAjt  NFAjt 1 = rt 1NFAjt 1 + Yjt   Cjt   Ijt; (10)
where rt 1 is net interest rate.
Financial markets. International nancial markets are incomplete and only
risk-free bonds are traded across the countries. I assume that there is a centralized
institution in each country that collects all the assets from the agents. These institu-
tions meet on the global nancial market and borrow/lend to each other in terms of
the risk-free bonds. The "shortfall" between aggregate assets and aggregate capital
used in the domestic production is borrowed, while the "excess" is lent. International
nancial markets clear, so that countriesbonds are in zero net supply:
7X
j=1
!j(Sjt  Kjt) = 0; (11)
where !j are countriesweights.
3.1. Calibration
I divided my sample of 29 countries into 7 bins based on the changes in volatility.
Table 3 shows corresponding bins and countries. Each bin serves as a country in the
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model. For each bin I computed aggregate volatility for the periods: 1970-1983 and
1984-2004 in two di¤erent ways. The rst one is average of countriesvolatilities in the
bin and the second one is weighted average of countriesvolatilities using countrys
GDP as weights. Table 4 reports these volatilities for the bins and I will use columns
(1)-(4) from this table to calibrate aggregate volatilities.
For each bin I computed average total GDP, and which determines the weight, for
the bin i. Table 5 reports binsweights.
The time period is one year. I set the capital share  = 0:33 and the depreciation
rate  = :1 as in King and Rebelo (1999) and discount factor  = :97: These values
deliver steady state value of investment to output ratio of :25 and consumption to
output ratio of :75 as in Backus, Kehoe and Kydland (1992) and steady state value for
interest rate of 3%. I set  = 1 and the total endowment of time L = 2:06: these two
values imply the time spent on market activities is around 47 percent of the available
time. This number is in line with the evidence that on average household spends 1/3
of total time on market activities and assumption that households do not receive any
utility from sleeping. I set scale parameter for portfolio adjustment costs  = :001:
This number is su¢ ciently small to generate well-dened stationary distribution of
countries net foreign asset positions. Persistence parameter a is set to 0:94. Finally
risk aversion parameter is set to  = 5 as in Fogli and Perri (2006).
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Table 3
Bins and corresponding countries
Bin number Countries
1 Cyprus, Greece, Malta
2 Switzerland
3 Austria, Belgium, Italy, New Zealand, Portugal, Spain, U.K., U.S.
4 Australia, Denmark, France, Iceland, Israel, Japan, Netherlands, Taiwan
5 Canada, Hong Kong, Norway, Sweden
6 Finland, Germany, Ireland, Korea
7 Singapore
Table 4
Bins and corresponding volatilities
Bin number Output Volatility
1970-1983 1984-2004 1970-1983 1984-2004
(1) (2) (3) (4)
1 .052 .024 .048 .020
2 .033 .015 .033 .015
3 .026 .015 .026 .014
4 .026 .020 .025 .019
5 .028 .024 .022 .021
6 .025 .031 .023 .029
7 .027 .041 .027 .041
Countries in each bins are dened in Table 3. Columns (1)-(2) reports volatilities computed as
averages for each bin and columns (3)-(4) reports volatilities computed as weighted averages, using
countries GDP as weights.
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Table 5
Bins and corresponding weights, !j
Bin number Bin weight, !j
1970-1983 1984-2004
(1) (2)
1 .006 .006
2 .012 .011
3 .546 .517
4 .261 .295
5 .061 .053
6 .110 .115
7 .002 .003
Countries in each bins are dened in Table 3. Columns (1)-(2) reports weights given to each bin,
determined bins average GDPs.
Table 6
Patameters and their values
Name Symbol Value
Capital Share  .33
Discount Factor  .97
Consumption/leisure substitution  1
Time endowment L 2.06
Depreciation rate  .1
Scale parameter for portfolio adjustment costs  .001
Risk Aversion  5
Persistence of aggregate shocks a .94
3.2. Results
In order to construct changes in NFA position corresponding to the bins, I proceed
as follows. First, for each bin I calculated ratios of the total bins NFA position as a
fraction of the total bins GDP. Second, I constructed the changes as the di¤erence
between average ratios over two periods. Table 7 compares the changes in NFA
positions between periods: 1970-1983 and 1984-2004 for all 7 groups of countries
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derived from the model to the ones observed in the data.
Table 7
Changes in NFA positions: data and model.
Bin number Changes in NFA positions (%)
Data Model Explained (%)
1 -24.9 -0.26 1.04
2 31.4 -0.39 -1.24
3 -11.6 -2.90 25.0
4 7.72 0.60 7.80
5 19.3 0.61 3.16
6 0.88 2.25 255
7 17.5 0.11 0.63
Countries in each bins are dened in Table 3.
Columns (1) reports changes in average NFA position for each bin, observed in the data.
Column (2) reports changes between stochastic steady state values of NFA positions,
where stochastic steady states are computed using volatilities from columns (3)-(4) of Table 4
and corresponding weights from Table 5. Column (3) reports percentages of the change in NFA
positions explained by the model.
I calculated changes in NFA positions from the data as the di¤erence between
average ratios of the total bins NFA position to the total bins GDP. Column 1
of Table 7 reports those changes. Column (2) reports changes between stochastic
steady state values of NFA positions, where stochastic steady states are computed
using volatilities from columns (3)-(4) of Table 4 and corresponding weights from
Table 5. In other words, each bin is weighted using its GDP. The model is doing a
good job in matching qualitatively changes in NFA to the data with the only exception
of bin 2, consisting of Switzerland.14
Quantitatively the model is successful for the middle groups of countries, in par-
14Switzerland is likely an outlier in this dataset, it the only country, that have experienced large
reduction in the business cycle volatility but with large positive net foreign asset position. Strohush
(2008) showed that Switzerland also experienced reduction in idiosyncratic volatility.
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ticular groups: 3, 4 and 5. The model can explain roughly 25% of the change in NFA
position for group 3, and roughly 8% for group 4 and 3.16% for group 5. Groups
3 and 4 are the largest representative countries in the model with weights around
50 and 30 percents. In other words, these two regions account for 80% of the world
output. 25% is inline with Fogli and Perri (2006) result of 20% of the change in NFA
for the U.S.15 However the model overshoots the change for countries in group 6.
This occurs because group 6 has Finland, which is also can be considered an outlier
in the model: country experienced increase in volatility and negative change in NFA
position, so the change for the group is small and close to zero. Quantitative e¤ects
are small for the extreme groups 1 and 7, simply because their weights are very small
in the model.
3.3. Sensitivity analysis
In this subsection I investigate how sensitive are the results to changes in the key
parameters that a¤ect householdsincentives to save.
Persistence of aggregate income shocks, a. Table 8 reports the changes in
NFA positions obtained from the model for di¤erent values of a. I will focus my
discussion on the group 3 countries, as the largest one. For low persistence a = :8
the change in NFA position for country 3 is -2.15% which is smaller than 2.9 in the
benchmark case. As aggregate shocks become more persistent the imbalances increase
reaching maximum at a = :94, and than decrease for larger values of a. Intuitively,
15Group 3 includes the U.S.
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Table 8
Changes in NFA positions: model and data, di¤erent a
Bin number Changes in NFA positions (%)
a = :8 a = :9 a = :94 a = :98 Data
1 -0.12 -0.21 -0.26 -0.27 -24.9
2 -0.19 -0.31 -0.39 -0.40 31.4
3 -2.15 -2.82 -2.90 -2.04 -11.6
4 0.59 0.67 0.60 0.24 7.72
5 0.42 0.58 0.61 0.45 19.3
6 1.39 2.00 2.25 1.90 0.88
7 0.06 0.10 0.11 0.11 17.5
Countries in each bins are dened in Table 3.
Columns (2)-(5) report changes between stochastic steady state values of NFA positions,
where stochastic steady states are computed using volatilities from columns (3)-(4) of Table 4
and corresponding weights from Table 5, for di¤erent values for a: Column (4) is a benchmark
case.
Column (6) reports changes in average NFA position for each bin, observed in the data..
Table 9
Changes in NFA positions, di¤erent values :
Bin number Changes in NFA positions (%)
 = 2  = 5  = 10 Data
1 -0.06 -0.26 -0.92 -24.9
2 -0.06 -0.39 -1.62 31.4
3 -0.48 -2.90 -10.8 -11.6
4 0.05 0.60 2.43 7.72
5 0.10 0.61 2.25 19.3
6 0.42 2.25 8.23 0.88
7 0.02 0.11 0.42 17.5
Countries in each bins are dened in Table 3.
Columns (2)-(4) report changes between stochastic steady state values of NFA positions,
where stochastic steady states are computed using volatilities from columns (3)-(4) of Table 4
and corresponding weights from Table 5, for di¤erent values for : Column (3) is a benchmark case.
Column (5) reports changes in average NFA position for each bin, observed in the data.
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when the shocks are more persistent it is more di¢ cult for the agents to insure against
them and agents need larger cushion of precautionary savings to reduce the increase
in income uncertainty.
Risk Aversion, . Table 9 reports the changes in NFA positions derived from
the model for di¤erent values of . When agents become less risk averse  = 2,
the incentives to undertake precautionary savings diminishes, resulting in the smaller
imbalances for example for group 3 it is only -.48% as compared to -2.9% in the
benchmark case. However, with larger risk aversion,  = 10, agents are more willing
to increase their bu¤er of precautionary savings, which leads to larger imbalances:
-10.8%.
Scale parameter for portfolio adjustment costs, : I perform a sensitivity
analysis on di¤erent values of : .0001 and 00001. Intuitively for smaller values of
 it is less costly for the agents to adjust their asset holdings, resulting in larger
imbalances. Table 10 presents the results which supports this intuition.
4. Robustness checks
4.1. Outliers
It is possible that few countries experienced larger changes in volatility and drive the
results of the benchmark model. Grubbs test does not show any signicant outlier
in the data.16 I also run robust and quantile regressions that are able to handle
16Grubbs test works only for data from Gaussian distribution. So, I also performed Shapiro-Wilk
and Shapiro-Francia test for normality on the changes in volatility and didnt reject the null with
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Table 10
Changes in NFA positions, di¤erent values of :
Bin number Changes in NFA positions (%)
 = :001  = :0001  = :00001 Data
1 -0.26 -2.19 -67.0 -24.9
2 -0.39 -3.19 -55.0 31.4
3 -2.90 -27.4 -271 -11.6
4 0.60 6.44 62.3 7.72
5 0.59 5.46 47.5 19.3
6 2.25 19.7 215 0.88
7 0.11 0.97 21.6 17.5
Countries in each bins are dened in Table 3.
Columns (2)-(4) report changes between stochastic steady state values of NFA positions,
where stochastic steady states are computed using volatilities from columns (3)-(4) of Table 4
and corresponding weights from Table 5, for di¤erent values for : Column (2) is a benchmark case.
Column (5) reports changes in average NFA position for each bin, observed in the data.
possible outliers. Robust regression uses an iterative procedure with reweighted least
squares, where weights depend on how extreme are the values, with more extreme
values getting smaller weights. For the quantile regression, I use median regression,
so just minimizing the sum of absolute values of residuals (LAD). Table 11 reports
the results from these regressions.
The coe¢ cient of interest on the volatility is positive and signicant in both cases.
The value is equal to 12.7 for the robust regression and 12.4 for the quantile one. These
numbers are larger than 9.16 from the basic OLS. Another coe¢ cient of interest on
the changes in growth rate in productivity is negative, with the value equal to -.067 for
the robust regression and -.073 for the quantile one. These numbers are very similar
to -.064 from the benchmark regression. The coe¢ cient is signicant for both robust
and quantile regressions. The other variables are very similar to the benchmark case,
both tests. Null is stated that population normally distributed.
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Table 11
Robust and Quantile regressions of the benchmark specication
Dependent variable: NFA
Robust regression Quantile regression (LAD)
Volatility 12.7** 12.4**
(2.69) (2.55)
Openness .005** .006***
(2.14) (3.78)
Growth -.067** -.073**
(-2.13) (-2.11)
GDPpc .319 .191
(1.21) (0.78)
Old_ratio .022 .021
(1.00) (0.92)
Pseudo R2 .32
Changes are constructed between sample periods: 1970-1983 and 1984-2004.
t-statistics in parentheses. *,**,*** shows signicance at 10%, 5% and 1%.
in terms of signs, signicance and magnitudes, except the coe¢ cient on income per
capita is smaller.
4.2. Is this really a great moderation?
In this subsection I report robustness analysis on how sensitive are the results for
choosing 1983 as a cuto¤ year for dividing the sample. I constructed changes in the
variables using di¤erent cuto¤ years starting from 1981 and up to 1994. Then I run
series of OLS regressions same as in table 1 but using these di¤erent sub-samples. If
great moderation doesnt matter for the accumulation of global imbalances we should
observe positive relation between changes in volatility and changes in NFA for all of
the sub periods. Table 12 reports the results of the benchmark regression (Table 1,
column 5) for selected years.
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Table 12
Level changes in NFA positions and volatilities, OLS estimation (selected years)
Dependent variable: NFA
1982 1983 1984 1985 1991 1994
Volatility 4.60 9.16* 9.10* 8.34 15.3** 12.5**
(1.01) (1.95) (1.98) (1.53) (2.48) (2.21)
Openness .006** .005** .005** .006** .0003 .004
(2.43) (2.20) (2.11) (2.25) (0.12) (1.51)
Growth -.050 -.064* -.063* -.056 -.059* -.048
(-1.70) (-2.06) (-1.70) (-1.35) (-1.73) (-1.64)
GDPpc .570** .444 .404 .450 .666** .604
(2.21) (1.69) (1.46) (1.52) (2.10) (1.71)
Old_ratio .020 .014 .012 .010 -.007 .004
(0.89) (0.64) (0.53) (0.43) (-0.26) (0.18)
Adjusted R2 .417 .442 .421 .349 .355 .485
Changes are constructed between sample periods: 1970-1982 and 1983-2004, 1970-1983 and 1984-
2004,
1970-1985 and 1986-2004, 1970-1991 and 1992-2004, 1970-1994 and 1995-2004.
t-statistics in parentheses. *,**,*** shows signicance at 10%, 5% and 1%.
The coe¢ cient on changes in volatility is positive and signicant, when the sample
is divided by 1983 and 1984. However, when sample is split using earlier years: 1981
or 1982 or later years starting from 1985, the coe¢ cient while still being positive
becomes insignicant and remains insignicant until the sample is split by 1991.
Hence the choice of 1983 matters, in other words great moderation matters for the
accumulation of global imbalances.
5. Conclusions
The present study documents a positive moderate correlation between the changes in
aggregate volatility and changes in NFA positions for a sample of advanced economies.
The correlation is robust to the di¤erent measures of the change in aggregate volatility
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as well as to the inclusion of a large set of control variables and alternative estimation
methods. These results provide empirical support for recent studies by Fogli and
Perri (2006) and Strohush (2008) which show in DSGE frameworks how changes in
aggregate volatility could lead to changes in NFA positions. The size of the coe¢ cient
of interest is roughly 21. It implies that given country specic characteristics, one
standard deviation increase in volatility leads to .21 percentage point improvement
in NFA position. In addition, the paper provides a clear link from the nancial crises
into the changes in NFA positions through the changes in aggregate volatility. In
other words, it nds empirical support for Bernankes (2005) conjecture for nancial
crisis as being one of the main causes of a global saving glut. I also build DSGE
model to account for the relationship between volatility and NFA positions. The
model matches almost perfectly qualitatively changes in volatility with changes in
NFA positions. Quantitatively, the model can match around 25% of the change in
NFA position for a representative country.
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5.A. Appendix
5.A.1. Data Appendix
Series Source
Net Foreign Asset Position Lane and Milesi-Ferretti (2007)
Real GDP WDI, Asian Development Bank,
National Statistics Taiwan
Real GDP per capita Penn World Tables
Real growth rate per capita Penn World Tables
Openness Penn World Tables
Old Ratio WDI, Asian Development Bank,
National Statistics Taiwan
Financial Crisis Indicators Caprio and Klingbiel (2003)
Stock Market Capitalization Beck, Demirguc-Kunt and Levine (2000)
and Demirguc-Kunt and Levine (2001)
Stock Market Turnover Beck, Demirguc-Kunt and Levine (2000)
and Demirguc-Kunt and Levine (2001)
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Part II
Can Uninsurable Idiosyncratic
Shocks Lead to Global Imbalances?
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1. Introduction
One of the features of the world economy since the early 1980s, has been the per-
sistent accumulation of current account imbalances. These imbalances are a global
phenomenon, caused by both developed and developing countries. The decit side is
represented by Australia, Brazil, Canada, Mexico, the U.K. and the U.S., whereas the
surplus side includes Germany, Japan, Switzerland, and more recently, the East Asian
countries. Figure 1 shows the dynamics of net foreign asset positions,17 expressed as
a fraction of the U.S. GDP18, for 4 regions of the world: East Asia,19 Europe,20 Japan
and the U.S.
17Source: Lane and Milesi-Ferretti (2007) and own calculations
18Sampling period is from 1970-2004.
19East Asian countries in the sample are: Hong Kong, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Philippines,
Singapore, and Taiwan.
20European countries in the sample are: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany,
Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
and the United Kingdom.
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Figure 1 Dynamics of Net Foreign Asset Positions for Selected Regions
of the World.
Several observations emerge from this gure. First, the U.S. is currently the
biggest borrower in the global nancial markets with a negative net foreign asset
(NFA) position of 22.6 % of its GDP in 2004. Second, the accumulation of a negative
position by the U.S. happened in two waves: the rst one started around 1983 and
the second one around 1996. Third, Japan started accumulating a positive net foreign
asset position around the same time when the U.S. started accumulating foreign debt.
Fourth, Europe has been slowly shifting from a positive position into a negative
position, but at a much slower pace than the rest of the regions considered here.
Finally, the East Asian countries, while having a decit for half of the sample period,
started a persistent accumulation of positive net foreign assets around 1997.
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This paper provides a new explanation for this accumulation of NFA imbalances:
I build an international business cycle model in which the volatility of uninsurable
shocks to individual labor earnings has the potential to a¤ect the creation of global
imbalances. The intuition behind the result is the following: suppose that the volatil-
ity of uninsurable idiosyncratic shocks increases in one country relatively to the rest
of the world. Such a change in volatility causes agents in this country to build a bu¤er
of precautionary savings to address the increased uncertainty. As a result, aggregate
savings rise in the country that experiences the increase in volatility, and the coun-
try accumulates a positive external position. To generalize, countries that become
relatively riskier in terms of individual uncertainty accumulate positive net foreign
asset positions, and countries that become relatively safer accumulate negative ones.
The goal of this paper is to quantify the variation in external imbalances that can be
accounted for by the variation in the volatility of idiosyncratic shocks. To the best of
my knowledge, this is the rst paper to explore this link.
I extend the representative agent framework of Backus, Kehoe and Kydland (1992)
to introduce heterogeneous agents into the model. In particular, agents are subject
to di¤erent labor productivity shocks. In order to take explicitly into consideration
the volatility of shocks, I compute a second order approximation of the model and
compare the stochastic steady state in which countries have the identical levels of
aggregate and idiosyncratic volatilities with the stochastic steady state in which one
of the countries experiences a large decrease in both volatilities. I show that the
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decrease in the idiosyncratic volatility can generate much larger external positions
than the decrease in the aggregate volatility of the same magnitude.
In order to assess quantitatively the extent to which the change in idiosyncratic
volatilities can explain the net foreign asset positions observed in the data, I do the
following. First, I select the countries21 responsible for the creation of global imbal-
ances, and I measure their changes in aggregate and idiosyncratic income volatility
between two periods: 1970-1983 and 1983-2004. I use World Development Indicators
(WDI) and International Financial Statistics (IFS) datasets to calculate changes in
aggregate volatility, and the Luxembourg Income Study (LIS)22 micro dataset to cal-
culate changes in idiosyncratic volatility. I then use the results to calibrate the model,
and compare the stochastic steady state in which all countries have equal volatilities
with the steady state in which countries have volatilities calibrated according to the
changes found in the data. The model can quantitatively explain between 30 and
40 percent of the change in the U.S. net foreign asset position and comes close to
explaining the change in Japans net foreign asset position. The model also matches
qualitatively the changes in the net foreign asset positions for Australia, Japan, Mex-
ico, Taiwan and the U.S.
The global imbalances have attracted much attention from researchers. Two op-
posing points of view arose from numerous studies. Obstfeld and Rogo¤ (2004), and
21Selected countries are: Australia, Brazil, Canada, Germany, Hong Kong, Japan, Mexico,
Switzerland, Taiwan and United States. Due to various reasons, I dropped from the sample Brazil,
Hong Kong and Switzerland, more on this in the Data section.
22LIS dataset collects cross-sectional income micro-data (household/individual level) from a large
number of countries (more than 30 countries) and in di¤erent points in time.
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Blanchard, Giavazzi and Sa (2005) claim that sudden adjustment of the U.S. cur-
rent account would lead to a massive depreciation of the dollar, and possibly to a
global economic crisis. However, a more conservative view is put forward by Fogli
and Perri (2006), Bernanke (2005), Mendoza, Quadrini and Rios-Rull (2006), Ca-
ballero, Farhi and Gorinchas (2006), and Antras and Caballero (2007), who view
global imbalances as the innocuous outcome of the economic forces that prevail in
todays world. For example, Mendoza, Quadrini and Rios-Rull (2006) consider a
multi-country dynamic general equilibrium model with cross-country heterogeneity
of nancial markets. They show that global imbalances are the gradual result of -
nancial integration of countries with di¤erent nancial institutions. Caballero, Farhi
and Gorinchas (2006) show that the global imbalances could be the harmless outcome
of the di¤erence in growth potentials and abilities to produce nancial assets among
di¤erent regions of the world. Antras and Caballero (2007) show that capital can ow
from the emerging economies to the industrial ones if the former have less developed
nancial markets. Bernanke (2005) relates the accumulation of external imbalances
with the emergence of the so called global saving glutwhich is the recent increase
in the global supply of saving. Large part of the increase comes from the East Asian
countries due to the change in their roles from being net borrowers to net lenders
after the nancial crisis in 1997. In particular, most of the East Asian countries have
seen a reversal from current account decits to surpluses within the past ten years,
and those that were in the surplus before 1997 have kept their positive position since
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then.23.
Closest to my work is the paper by Fogli and Perri (2006), in which the authors
associate the accumulation of external imbalances with the period of "Great Moder-
ation" in the U.S., which is the decrease in the U.S. business cycle volatility during
the last 20 years. Stock and Watson (2005) identify 1983-1984 as the beginning of
a period during which the business cycle volatility declined in the G7 countries. In-
terestingly, 1983 is also the year when the U.S. net foreign assets position started to
deteriorate (Figures 1 and 2). Fogli and Perri (2006) link these two empirical facts,
in a two-country model in which they show that the reduction in aggregate volatility
can account for about 20% of the U.S. external imbalance. The intuition for their
result is very similar to this study: the reduction in aggregate volatility in the U.S.
makes the U.S. relatively safer place, while the rest of the world riskier. Hence,
agents in the rest of the world increase the bu¤er of precautionary savings owing
in the U.S, and causing the U.S. to run negative net foreign asset position. Fogli
and Perri (2006) assume that idiosyncratic risk in each country is perfectly insured
among their residents. In this study, instead, I relax this assumption and investigate
the e¤ects of uninsurable idiosyncratic risk on global imbalances. The volatility of
idiosyncratic shocks is one order of magnitude larger than that of typical aggregate
shocks. Therefore the ability of idiosyncratic shocks to explain global imbalances is
potentially larger than that of aggregate shocks. I nd that idiosyncratic volatility
23Those countries are Hong Kong, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Philippines and Thailand. Singa-
pore and Taiwan have been in surplus for most of the sample period.
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has become higher in all countries, but the relative increase in volatility in Japan is
larger than the increase in the U.S., a fact which implies, that the U.S. has become a
relatively safer investment environment and that Japan has become relatively riskier.
As a result, the U.S. has become the largest borrower and Japan the largest lender
on the global nancial markets.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the model. Section
III discusses the properties of the model. Section IV describes the data. The results
are discussed in section V. Section VI reports various robustness checks. Section VII
concludes.
2. Model
Environment. The model is an extension of Backus, Kehoe and Kydland (1992) to a
multi-country world that includes, in each country, two types of agents distinguished
by their labor income realizations. The world consists of n countries. Countries use
labor and capital to produce one homogenous good. They di¤er along the following
dimensions. First, the size of the countries is di¤erent. Second, the production process
in each country is subject to country specic technology shocks. Third, agents are
subject to individual labor earnings shocks (idiosyncratic shocks) specic to each
country.
Households. Each country is populated with two equal sized innitely-lived
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households indexed by i = 1; 224. Households consume, save, and divide time between
work and leisure. I assume that households are endowed with L units of time, which
can be used either for leisure or work. The per-period utility function for agent i, in
country j, at time t determines agentspreferences over consumption cijt and leisure
L   lijt, where lijt is the time spent at work,  determines the leisure weight in the
utility function and  > 0 determines risk aversion. Each household maximizes a
lifetime utility function given by:
maxE0
1X
t=0
t
[cijt(L  lijt) ]1 
1   ; (1)
subject to budget constraint:
cijt + sijt = wjtijtlijt +Rt 1sijt 1   :5(sijt   Sj)2 + Tijt (2)
where  > 0 is the discount factor, wjtijtlijt is the labor income, with wjt to be a
common wage rate in country j, ijt idiosyncratic labor income shock. As in Heaton
and Lucas (1996), I assume that one agents individual shock is perfectly negatively
correlated with the other agents individual shock. I set ijt equal to 1+ zjt for one of
the agents and 1   zjt for the other one, where zjt is a stochastic individual income
24Having two agents is the simplest way to introduce heterogeneity into the model and is employed
for example in Heaton and Lucas (1996). However, individual shocks in this economy may have
potential aggregate e¤ects in particular on the interest rate; which is not the case with continuum
of agents, where by the law of large numbers individual shocks do not have aggregate e¤ects. Den
Haan (1996) compares properties of two-agent model with a continuum of agentsmodel and nds
no large di¤erences for most parameter values.
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process that takes the following autoregressive form:
zjt = zzjt 1 +
p
1  2zezjt; (3)
where z is an autocorrelation parameter and e
z
jt  N(0; 2zj). sijt are households
assets that pay a gross interest rate Rt: I assume that in order to adjust their asset
portfolios, households have to pay fees to the domestic nancial intermediary. I
assume that fees are a quadratic function of householdsassets holdings:25 :5(sijt  
Sj)
2: This specication pins down steady state positions of assets. I assume that
nancial intermediary rebates the revenues from these fees back to the households
in a lump sum fashion and households take them as given. I use Tijt to denote the
rebates, which are equal to :5(sijt   Sj)2 in equilibrium. First order conditions for
consumption and labor are as follows:
c ijt
 
L  lijt
(1 ) 
1 + 
 
sijt   Sj

= Et

Rtc
 
ijt+1

L  lijt+1
(1 )
(4)
wjtijt =
cijt
L  lijt
: (5)
Production. There is no mobility of labor between countries. I use capital
letters to denote aggregate quantities within each country, for example, Kjt denotes
aggregate capital in country j at time t and dene the aggregate quantities as averages
of the individual quantities. In each country there is an aggregate production function
25The constant Sj is calibrated to be equal to the steady state capital, Kj in each country.
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given by:
Yjt = exp(Ajt)K

jt 1L
1 
jt ; (6)
where Kjt and Ljt are aggregate capital and labor used in the production,  is the
capital share, Ajt is the country specic total factor productivity (TFP) shock. The
exogenous process for TFP is modeled as AR(1) process and is specied as follows:
Ajt = aAjt 1 +
p
1  2aeajt; (7)
where a is the autocorrelation parameter and e
a
jt  N(0; 2aj). In equilibrium, prices
are set to their marginal products:
wjt = (1  ) exp (Ajt)Kjt 1L jt =
(1  )Yjt
Ljt
; (8)
Rt 1   1 +  =  exp (Ajt)K 1jt 1L1 jt =
Yjt
Kjt 1
; (9)
where  is the depreciation rate of the capital. The stock of capital in each country
evolves according to (10):
Kjt = Ijt + (1  )Kjt 1; (10)
where Ijt is aggregate investment.
Aggregation. Dening net foreign asset position as: NFAjt = Sjt   Kjt and
aggregating across household budget constraints yields standard denition for current
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account as the sum of net investment income and trade balance:
CAjt = NFAjt  NFAjt 1 = rt 1NFAjt 1 + Yjt   Cjt   Ijt; (11)
where rt 1 is net interest rate. Details on the derivation are in the appendix A.
Financial markets. International nancial markets are incomplete and only
risk-free bonds are traded across the countries. I assume that there is a centralized
institution in each country that collects all the assets from the agents. These institu-
tions meet on the global nancial market and borrow/lend to each other in terms of
the risk-free bonds. The "shortfall" between aggregate assets and aggregate capital
used in the domestic production is borrowed, while the "excess" is lent. International
nancial markets clear, so that countriesbonds are in zero net supply:
nX
j=1
!j(Sjt  Kjt) = 0; (12)
where !j are countriesweights.
3. Model properties
In this section I briey discuss the solution method and present results for a 3-country
version of the model with a simple calibration to illustrate models properties.
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3.1. Solution method
First, I solve for the deterministic steady state of the model. Appendix A includes
all derivation details as well as steady state values for both aggregate and individual
variables. Second, I solve second order approximation of the model around this deter-
ministic steady state.26 Third, I compute unconditional rst moments of endogenous
variables implied by the solution. The variances of the shocks a¤ect these moments
(see for example Schmitt-Grohe and Uribe (2004)), and they are not equal to de-
terministic steady state values, as would be the case with rst order approximation.
Hence it is a long run equilibrium of the model in which agents take into account the
likelihood of future shocks, in other words it is a stochastic steady state of the model
implied by the shocks. Thus di¤erent levels of aggregate and idiosyncratic volatilities
deliver di¤erent stochastic steady state values for countriesnet foreign asset posi-
tions. So, in order to compare how change in volatility levels a¤ects the countries
change in external positions, I compute the di¤erence between stochastic steady state
values for net foreign asset positions, implied by di¤erent volatility levels. If I were to
apply rst order approximation to solve the model then unconditional rst moments
of endogenous variables coincide with the deterministic steady state values, which
would be the same for di¤erent volatility levels.
26I use Dynare software.
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3.2. Basic calibration
Table 1 summarizes the calibrated parameters used in the exercise.
Name Symbol Value
Capital Share  .33
Discount Factor  .97
Consumption/leisure substitution  1
Time endowment L 2.06
Depreciation rate  .1
Scale parameter for portfolio adjustment costs  .01
Risk Aversion  5
Persistence of aggregate shocks a .9
Persistence of individual shocks z .9
Table 1: Values for parameters
The time period is one year. I set the capital share  = 0:33 and the depreciation
rate  = :1 as in King and Rebelo (1999) and discount factor  = :97: These values
deliver steady state value of investment to output ratio of :25 and consumption to
output ratio of :75 as in Backus, Kehoe and Kydland (1992) and steady state value for
interest rate of 3%. I set  = 1 and the total endowment of time L = 2:06: these two
values imply the time spent on market activities is around 47 percent of the available
time. This number is in line with the evidence that on average household spends 1/3
of total time on market activities and assumption that households do not receive any
utility from sleeping. I set scale parameter for portfolio adjustment costs  = :01:
This number is su¢ ciently small to generate well-dened stationary distribution of
countries net foreign asset positions. Persistence parameters a and z are set to 0:9:
as in Iacoviello and Pavan (2008). Finally risk aversion parameter is set to  = 5 as
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in Fogli and Perri (2006). In the robustness section I perform a sensitivity analysis
on the key parameters.
I use standard deviations of the aggregate/idiosyncratic shocks, as a measure of
the aggregate/idiosyncratic volatilities. In this exercise, I assume for simplicity that
the world consists of three regions, labeled A, B and C. Initially, all regions have the
same levels of aggregate volatility a = :01 and idiosyncratic volatility z = :1:27
When the volatilities are the same in all the countries the model delivers stochastic
steady state values for net foreign positions equal to zero.
3.3. Basic experiments
I conduct the following three experiments. First, I increase aggregate volatility in
one region (say A) and keep the rest of the regions unchanged. Second, I increase
idiosyncratic volatility in the same region A and keep the rest of regions unchanged.
Third, I increase aggregate and idiosyncratic volatilities simultaneously. In Table
2 I present aggregate volatilities a, idiosyncratic volatilities z and corresponding
stochastic steady state values for net foreign asset positions as a percentage of the
world output, NFA.
In Experiment I, aggregate volatility in region A increases by 50% from .01 to
.015. This increase makes region A relatively riskier place than regions B and C.
27The numbers chosen are smaller than the ones observed in the data. However, I maintain the
di¤erence in the scale between aggregate and idiosyncratic standard deviations. Data shows that
the individual standard deviation of individual shocks is at least 10 times larger than of aggregate
shocks (more on this in the data section).
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Region Experiment Experiment Experiment
I II III
a z NFA a z NFA a z NFA
A .015 .1 .04 .01 .15 2.14 .015 .15 2.190
B .010 .1 -.02 .01 .10 -1.07 .010 .10 -1.095
C .010 .1 -.02 .01 .10 -1.07 .010 .10 -1.095
Table 2: Results from basic experiments
Agents in A increase the bu¤er of precautionary savings that ow into regions B
and C. As a result region A accumulates positive net foreign asset position of .04%
of the world output and regions B and C negative positions of .02%28. In Experi-
ment II, idiosyncratic volatility in region A increases by 50% from .1 to .15. Similar
argument follows. Region A becomes relatively riskier causing the accumulation of
precautionary savings in A. The model delivers positive net foreign asset position for
region A in the amount of 2.14% of the world output, while B and C accumulate
negative positions equal to 1.07%. In Experiment III, I allow simultaneous increase
in aggregate and idiosyncratic volatilities in region A by 50%. The results are very
similar to the second experiment. Region A accumulates positive asset position in
the amount of 2.19% and B and C negative positions of 1.095%. Hence, qualitatively
same percentage changes in aggregate and idiosyncratic volatilities deliver the same
results, although quantitatively results are very di¤erent. Changes in idiosyncratic
volatility generate much larger external imbalances than those generated by changes
in aggregate volatility. The model delivers net foreign asset position in region A of
2.14% of the world output with the 50% drop in idiosyncratic volatility and only
28In these experiments I use equal country weights: !1 = 1=3, !2 = 1=3, !3 = 1=3:
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.04% with the 50% drop in aggregate volatility. This result suggests that volatility of
idiosyncratic shocks can be a possible channel to generate sizable external imbalances
with much larger magnitude than aggregate shocks alone.
Next I will construct a multi-country version of the model with the data based on
careful calibration of aggregate and idiosyncratic volatilities to be discussed below.
4. Data
In this section, I discuss the selection rule to choose the countries that are respon-
sible for the creation of global imbalances. I also discuss the data I use to calibrate
aggregate and idiosyncratic volatilities for the selected countries, and document some
empirical facts regarding these volatilities.
4.1. Country selection
Lane andMilesi-Ferretti (2007) construct a dataset containing information on external
assets and liabilities for 145 countries for the period 1970-2004. I use this dataset to
select the countries for the model and apply the following criteria. First, I compute
average of absolute values of the world net foreign positions over the period 1970-2004,
NFAW .29 Second, I compute average of absolute values of each countrys net foreign
29Due to statistical discrepancy the sum of total assets and total liabilities at every given year is
not equal to 0 in this dataset.
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position, NFAi.30 A country i goes into the sample if NFAi satises the condition:
NFAi  pNFAW ; (13)
where p is a number between 0 and 1. Condition (13) allows me to select the most
active countries on the global nancial market in terms of the sizes. I set parameter
p to :025, and as a result 10 countries enter the sample: Australia, Brazil, Canada,
Germany, Hong Kong, Japan, Mexico, Switzerland, Taiwan, and United States.31
Table 1A in the Appendix gives more details on the di¤erent values of p and the
corresponding list of countries that met the criteria. Figure 2 shows the dynamics of
net foreign asset positions for countries from the sample.32
30For some countries, data is not available for the whole period: 1970-2004, so I compute average
over the years for which data is available.
31I choose p so no oil-exporting countries are in the sample.
32China does not meet this criterion.
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Figure 2 Dynamics of Net Foreign Asset Position for Selected
Countries.
As the Figure shows the U.S. is the largest country on the decit side, while Japan
on the surplus side. The rest of the countries are located in between of the two. In the
next subsection I will discuss the change in aggregate volatility for selected countries.
4.2. Aggregate volatility
All the data are from the World Development Indicators (WDI) dataset published
by the World Bank and International Financial Statistics (IFS) dataset, published by
the IMF, except for Taiwan for the period 1960-2005.33 Figure 3 plots log real GDP
33Data for Australia, Brazil, Hong Kong, Japan, Mexico, Switzerland and the U.S. are annual real
GDP from WDI. Data for Canada and Germany are from IFS, I constructed annual real GDP series
for Germany and Canada using nominal values and dividing them by the appropriate deators. Both
WDI and IFS do not contain any data for Taiwan. Data for Taiwan are from Directorate General
of Budget, Accounting and Statistics, National Statistics, Republic of China.
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detrended with Baxter-King lter (BK).34
Figure 3 Business cycles in selected countries: Baxter-King ltering
We can see from Figure 3 that business cycle volatility moderated after mid-1980s
in Japan, Mexico, Switzerland, Taiwan and the U.S.35 However, for the rest of the
countries in the sample it is di¢ cult to make any conclusion from this gure. So I
compute standard deviations for the selected countries over two periods: 1960-1983,
and 1984-2005. Table 3 reports the results.
The data shows that the volatility of economic activity measured by real GDP
34BK lter is a type of a bandpass lter and I set parameters equal to 2 and 8 isolating the
frequencies shorter than 2 year and longer than 8. For Germany I replaced 1991 value with Germany
specic full sample median value, as in Stock and Watson (2005)
35I also detrended the data taking rst di¤erences and HP lter, they show very similar patterns
to BK ltering.
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Country Percent Standard Deviation Level Ratio Percent change
1960-1983 1984-2005 Change relative to U.S.
Australia 1.22 1.06 -0.16 .87 71
Brazil 2.41 1.85 -0.56 .77 52
Canada 1.30 1.25 -0.05 .96 90
Germany 1.54 1.24 -0.30 .80 59
Hong Kong 2.90 2.51 -0.39 .87 71
Japan 1.59 1.13 -0.46 .71 40
Mexico 2.15 2.06 -0.09 .96 89
Switzerland 1.82 0.97 -0.85 .53 5.4
Taiwan 2.14 1.39 -0.75 .65 28
US 1.72 0.87 -0.85 .51 0.0
Table 3: Changes in Aggregate volatility for Selected Countries: BK lter
has been moderated in all the countries in the sample36. However, the decrease in
business cycle volatility is very di¤erent across the countries. I assess the size of the
decrease in the aggregate volatility using the following measures. First, I compute
the change in levels, which is the di¤erence between the standard deviations from
two periods. Second, I compute the ratio of standard deviations from two periods.
Third, I compute the percentage change in the volatility in a given country relatively
to the change in the volatility in the U.S37. I will employ the same approach to
compare idiosyncratic volatilities. All the countries experienced the relative decrease
in the aggregate volatility smaller than the decrease in the U.S. aggregate volatility.
Taiwan, Switzerland and the U.S. experienced the largest decreases in the aggregate
volatilities. The level of aggregate volatility in the post period is the largest in Hong
36These ndings are consistent with Fogli and Perri (2006) for the G3 countries and Stock and
Watson (2005) for the G7 countries.
37For example Australia: (1:06=1:32)=(:84=1:86) = 1:7781, so the percentage change relative to
the U.S. change is equal 177:8  100 = 77:8%:
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Kong (2.51), and Mexico (2.06) has the second large. The U.S. has the smallest level
of volatility (.87) in the post moderation period.
4.3. Idiosyncratic volatility
Aggregate income volatility measures a country specic uncertainty. All agents in a
given country face the same level of aggregate uncertainty. On top of that, agents
could also face some level of individual income uncertainty within the country. The
literature denes idiosyncratic volatility in several ways. One of them, introduced by
Mo¢ tt and Gottschalk (1994), and used in Mo¢ tt and Gottschalk (2002), Gottschalk
andMo¢ tt (2008) and Zhang (2008), among others, computes cross-sectional variance
of some measure of individual income (wage, earnings, household income etc.) then
utilizes parametric models to decompose this variance into permanent and transitory
components.38 This transitory component is used to measure idiosyncratic volatility
of income. An alternative approach employed by Cameron and Tracy (1998), Dynan,
Elmendorf, and Sichel (2008) and Shin and Solon (2008) is to use simple statistics
to measure individual income volatility.39 For example, Shin and Solon (2008) dene
earnings volatility as the standard deviation of age-adjusted change in log earnings.
However, in order to apply any of these approaches, the required data is micro-level
longitudinal data and, to the best of my knowledge publicly available panel datasets
38Katz and Autor (1999) is an excellent survey of this literature.
39The model specications very often are sensitive to the chosen dataset, for example Baker and
Solon (2003) using Canadian Longitudinal income tax data rejects the restrictions imposed in Mo¢ tt
and Gottschalk (1995) specication.
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starting from 1983 are only available for the U.S. and Germany, and pseudo panel
data for Taiwan40. Due to these data limitations, I use a residual income inequality to
dene individual income volatility. Specically, I dene the standard deviation of age-
and-education adjusted log of total household disposable income as a measurement
of idiosyncratic volatility. This is the same number dened as the residual variance
from the rst-stage regression in Mo¢ tt and Gottschalk (2008).
The data come from the Luxembourg Income Study dataset (LIS). This dataset
collects micro-data (household/individual level) from di¤erent surveys in order to
make possible comparative research across a large set of countries and in di¤erent
points in time. The dataset includes over 30 countries including both industrial
and emerging economies. The dataset is harmonized and standardized to make the
consistent comparison of income inequalities in di¤erent countries using one uniform
setting. As pointed out by Gottschalk and Smeeding (1997) the latter is one of the
greatest advantages of LIS dataset. The dataset includes only 7 out of 10 selected
countries: Australia, Canada, Germany, Mexico, Switzerland, Taiwan and United
States. Unfortunately, the dataset does not have data on Brazil, Hong Kong and
Japan. I drop Brazil and Hong Kong from my sample. However, Japan is the second
largest participant in the international nancial markets according to the data (see
Figures 1 and 2), hence I keep it in the sample and use the information from the rest
of the countries in the sample to assess the idiosyncratic volatility for Japan. Details
40Pseudo panel could do the trick as well, Cameron and Tracy (1998), and Hertz (2006) use CPS
data to estimate earnings/income volatility.
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are in the next subsection.
In order to compute idiosyncratic volatilities I follow Zhang (2008) which is an
extension of Mo¢ tt and Gottschalk (2008). In addition to the U.S. she estimates
permanent and transitory components of household income inequality for Germany
and the UK. Let yijt denote household disposable income available to a household
i in a country j in a period t41. I rescale yijt according to the number of members
in the household applying general o¢ cial U.S. Equivalence Weight scale. Then for
each country and each available year, I regress log(yijt) on heads characteristics: age,
age squared, education, number of children, marital status and gender and compute
standard deviation of residuals for each regression.42 For some countries LIS created a
recoding of original education variable into four broad categories. Whenever available,
I use suggested recoding, otherwise, I created dummies for the original categories.
Some studies include additional demographic parameters. For example Cameron
and Tracy (1998) use dummies for industry and replace age, and age squared with
quartic in age. Krueger and Perri (2006) also include experience, interaction terms
between experience and education, dummies for managerial/professional occupation,
and region of residence.
One of the shortcomings of the LIS dataset is that points in time, for which surveys
41I use household disposable income instead of individual income due to the following: First,
individual data are not available for all countries in particular for Switzerland 2000 and 2002. Second,
for Mexico only net wages are available at the individual level while only gross wages are available
for the other countries.
42The OLS specication is very similar to Zhang (2008) rst stage regression with a few di¤erences.
First, I include heads sex dummy. Second, while she is using number of years of education, LIS
data set has only categorical variable education.
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are available, are di¤erent from country to country. In the model, I compare states
of the world in 1980 to 2000. For each country, I chose the closest available survey to
1980 and 2000 based on the date and availability of all demographic parameters used
in the regressions.43
Since disaggregated data for Japan are almost impossible to obtain I make some
conjectures about standard deviation of household disposable income without having
the data at hand. Note that standard deviation of the lognormal distribution can be
computed from Gini coe¢ cient (see for example Klasen (2006)) using the following
expression:
 =
p
2[ 1(
G+ 1
2
)]; (14)
where  is standard deviation of the distribution, G is the Gini coe¢ cient and  1 is
the inverse of a cumulative distribution function of a standard normal distribution.
Gini coe¢ cients are available for most of the countries including Japan. In order to
infer about the idiosyncratic volatility in Japan, I will make two assumptions. First,
I assume that household disposable income for Japan is log normally distributed.
Second, I assume that the fraction in the total variance of the household disposable
income in Japan explained by xed e¤ects (age and education) is equal to the average
value of fractions in the total variances explained by the xed e¤ects in the rest of
43All the countries were chosen based on the closest date, except for Germany, I chose 1984 over
1981, since in 1981 education was given in the years of education and not in categories. However, I
estimated the standard deviation of residuals for 1981 with number of years of education and this
value .3725 is very close to 1984 value .3704.
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industrial countries in my sample. In the benchmark model I use Gini published
in Ministry of Health and Welfare (1999) and OECD (2006) and computed from
Income Redistribution Survey (IRS) using household disposable income as a unit
of analysis.44 1984 and 1999 are the chosen years for the analysis, the values for
volatilities are reported in table 4.45
Country Standard Deviation Level Percent Percent change
year 1 year 2 Change Change relative to U.S.
Australia 1981 .4838 2001 .4859 .0021 0.45 -6.90
Canada 1981 .4817 2000 .4899 .0082 1.70 -5.73
Germany 1984 .3704 2000 .4040 .0336 9.07 1.10
Japan 1984 .5198 1999 .5936 .0738 14.2 5.85
Mexico 1984 .6887 2000 .7397 .0510 7.37 -0.44
Switzerland 1982 .4371 2000 .3774 -.0597 -14.7 -20.0
Taiwan 1981 .3870 2000 .4220 .0350 9.37 1.07
US 1979 .5206 2000 .5617 .0411 7.90 0.00
Table 4: Changes in Idiosyncratic volatility for Selected Countries
In Table 4 I present standard deviations of residuals from each regression, years
for which volatilities were computed, and di¤erent measures of the changes in those
volatilities. I assess the size of the change in idiosyncratic volatility utilizing the same
measures used for aggregate volatility. First, I compute the change in levels, which is
the di¤erence between the standard deviations from two periods. Second, I compute
the ratio of standard deviations from two periods. Third, I compute the percentage
change in the volatility in a given country relatively to the change in the volatility in
44In the robustness analysis section I also use Gini from the Comprehensive Survey of the Living
Conditions of People on Health and Welfare and published by OECD (2006).
45Another option would be to choose 1981, however this would result in the increase in volatility
between two periods by 25%, this number is at odds of the estimates for other countries in the
sample.
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the U.S. Figure 4 plots the change in idiosyncratic volatilities over two periods: if a
country is above 45 degree line then idiosyncratic volatility of this country increased
from 1980 to 2000. We can conclude from Figure 4, that all the countries in the
sample but Switzerland experienced an increase in the idiosyncratic volatilities.
Figure 4 Changes in idiosyncratic volatilities for selected countries
In the next section I will bring the model to the data and evaluate quantitatively
how much of external imbalances in the data it can account for.
5. Results
5.1. Benchmark model
As a benchmark case, I consider the world consisting of seven countries: Australia,
Canada, Germany, Japan, Mexico, Taiwan and the U.S. I dropped Switzerland from
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the sample in the benchmark model due to two reasons. First, 1982 data does not
contain education variable. Second, Switzerland is the only country in the sample
that experienced fall in both aggregate and idiosyncratic volatilities, while running
positive net foreign asset position. I believe this is the unique feature of the Swiss
economy and consider Switzerland to be an outlier in my sample.46
In order to check if the model is capable to capture qualitatively and quantita-
tively the net foreign asset positions for the selected countries I conduct the following
experiment, which I call "ratio experiment". In this experiment I take explicitly into
account how changes in the volatilities in any given country have increased/decreased
relatively to the change in the U.S. To do so, I compute for each country the ratio
of idiosyncratic volatilities in 1980 and 2000, and then divide this ratio by the U.S.
ratio. If the number is larger than 1, then the country has become relatively riskier
than the U.S. Conversely, if it is smaller than 1, then it has become relatively safer.
I calibrate countriesvolatilities by multiplying these numbers by the U.S. volatil-
ities from the pre moderation period.In table 5 I present the values for countries
volatilities, changes in countriesnet foreign asset positions between 1980 and 2000
normalized by the U.S. GDP from the data, and changes in countriesnet foreign asset
positions computed from the model The latter is the di¤erence between stochastic
steady state values of net foreign asset positions corresponding to the volatilities in
table 5 and values of net foreign asset positions in the symmetric stochastic steady
46As an additional robustness check I include Switzerland into the sample. Results are reported
in the robustness section.
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state. In symmetric stochastic steady state all countries have the same level of ag-
gregate and idiosyncratic volatility and accumulate zero net foreign asset positions.
Put di¤erently, I assume that initially countries have zero net foreign asset positions
(no imbalances), then I change countriesvolatilities according to the changes with
respect to the U.S. and compute their net foreign asset positions. The last step is to
compare the imbalances generated by the model with the imbalances in the data.
Country Standard Deviation Data NFA Model NFA
Aggregate Idiosyncratic Change Change
Australia .030 .480 -0.46 -2.66
Canada .032 .490 2.76 -3.92
Germany .027 .530 -1.20 0.63
Japan .024 .550 11.3 12.5
Mexico .033 .520 -0.30 -0.65
Taiwan .022 .530 1.97 0.09
US .017 .520 -20.5 -6.04
Table 5: Ratio experiment, benchmark model
The discussion focuses mainly on the U.S. and Japan. The model delivers net for-
eign asset position for the U.S. equal to -6.04% of its output. This number accounts
for about 30% of the change in the U.S. net foreign asset position. This exercise is also
successful in matching the change in the net foreign asset position for Japan 12.5%
in the model and 11.3% in the data. There is some mixed success in matching the
changes in the net asset positions for the rest of the countries. The model matches
qualitatively the changes (correct sign) for Australia, Mexico and Taiwan and quan-
titatively for Mexico but fails to match both qualitatively and quantitatively changes
in positions for Canada and Germany. Explanation for such mixed success in match-
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ing positions for the rest of the countries could be due to the fact that model does
not take into account how relatively safer/riskier countries became with each other.
I use the U.S. economy, as a benchmark and the rest of the countries are modeled
relatively to the U.S., and not with each other.
I also conduct another experiment, which I call "level experiment". I compute two
stochastic steady state values for countriesnet foreign asset positions. In the rst
one, I calibrate aggregate and idiosyncratic volatilities and weights for each country at
a level before the great moderation. In the second one, I calibrate aggregate and idio-
syncratic volatilities and country weights at a level after the great moderation. Table
3 reports values for aggregate volatilities, table 4 values for idiosyncratic volatilities.
In Table 6 I present countriesnet foreign asset positions normalized by the U.S. GDP
in 1980 and in 2000 from the data, and corresponding stochastic steady values for net
foreign asset positions computed by the model. In table 7 I present the results.
Country Weights
1980 2000
Australia .025 .027
Canada .050 .049
Germany .145 .122
Japan .198 .184
Mexico .052 .049
Taiwan .013 .028
US .517 .542
Table 6: Countries weights: before and after
The model is successful in matching qualitatively (correct signs) the change in
the net foreign asset positions for Australia, Japan, and the U.S but not for Canada,
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Country Data Model
NFA 1980 NFA 2000 Change NFA 1980 NFA 2000 Change
Australia -1.55 -2.01 -0.46 -1.41 -4.46 -3.05
Canada -3.29 -0.53 2.76 -3.11 -7.57 -4.46
Germany 1.47 0.27 -1.20 -41.3 -41.0 0.30
Japan 0.40 11.7 11.3 5.80 20.5 14.7
Mexico -2.00 -2.30 -0.30 26.9 28.1 1.20
Taiwan 0.41 2.38 1.97 -3.21 -8.29 -5.08
US 3.70 -16.8 -20.5 16.3 12.8 -3.50
Table 7: Level experiment benchmark model
Germany, Mexico and Taiwan. However, the model is not successful quantitatively.
It predicts that the U.S. net foreign asset position should deteriorate by 3.5% of its
GDP. In the data when compared 1980 to 2000, the net foreign asset position for the
U.S. deteriorated by 20% of its GDP. So the changes in aggregate and idiosyncratic
volatilities account for 17%of the US actual net foreign asset position. The model
is very close to match external positions for Japan: 14.7%, while 11.3% in the data.
The model is not successful in explaining the levels of net foreign asset positions. For
example: the U.S. had net foreign asset position of +3.7% in 1980 and -16.8% in
2000, while the model delivers +16.3% and +12.8% respectively.
One of the features of the model is that a country with the largest level of idio-
syncratic volatility in the sample, in other words, the riskiest country, will tend to
have positive net foreign asset position. Suppose some country, let me call it A, has
the largest level of idiosyncratic volatility in both 1980 and 2000. The model predicts
that this country runs positive net foreign asset positions in both periods. However,
it is possible that another country let me call it B, while having the smaller values for
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idiosyncratic volatilities than A in both periods, experienced larger relative increase
in idiosyncratic volatility than A in the second period47. Hence, country B becomes
relatively riskier than country A, and country B is supposed to accumulate positive
net foreign asset position. Unfortunately, the level experiment fails to recognize that.
In the next section I will do a series of robustness checks and sensitivity analysis
for the key parameters and the model specications.
6. Robustness
I showed that changes in aggregate and individual uncertainty may lead to the accu-
mulation of precautionary savings in some countries. However, precautionary motive
for savings is not driven only by the volatilities of the shocks, but also, by the per-
sistence parameters a and z, and agentspreferences parameters, in particular by
the risk aversion parameter . In this section I perform sensitivity analysis on those
parameters. I also discuss how important the relative sizes of the countries are. I
also extend the model to include Switzerland and report the results for eight countries
version of the model. Changes in idiosyncratic volatility in Japan depend crucially on
the choice of Gini coe¢ cients. Hence, I recalculate the results of the model with the
alternative values for Gini coe¢ cients. Finally, I assume a di¤erent specication for
the individual income process, and show how successful is the model in the alternative
47For example: country A has idiosyncratic volatility equal to .4 in 1980 and .5 in 2000, while
country B has .2 in 1980 and .3 in 2000. So country A experiences an increase in volatility by
25%, while country B experiences an increase in volatility by 50%. Moreover, country B becomes
relatively riskier than country A by 20% ((.3/.2)/(.5/.4)=1.20).
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specication.
Persistence of individual income shocks. Idiosyncratic shocks are the driving
channel for generation of external imbalances in this model and persistence of the
shocks is one of the key parameters. The values estimated and used in the literature
vary a lot. Storesletten, Telmer, and Yaron (2004) estimate the value of z = :95.
Heaton and Lucas (1996) obtained much smaller estimate of z = :53. Iacoviello
(2008) uses a more conservative value of z = :75. I recalculated net foreign asset
positions for all above mentioned values of z. Table 8 reports the results.
z = :53
level experiment ratio experiment
before after change change
Japan 2.4 8.6 6.2 5.3
US 6.9 5.3 -1.6 -2.8
z = :75
level experiment ratio experiment
before after change change
Japan 3.90 14.0 10.1 8.6
US 11.1 8.63 -2.47 -4.3
z = :95
level experiment ratio experiment
before after change change
Japan 5.90 20.8 14.9 12.7
US 16.5 12.9 -3.60 -6.12
Table 8: Sensitivity analysis, persistence of idiosyncratic income shocks
There is an increasing monotonic relation between persistence of the idiosyncratic
shocks and accumulation of net foreign asset positions. For low persistence z = :53
the U.S. accumulates only -1.6% for the level experiment and -2.8% for the ratio
experiment. For high persistence z = :95 the U.S. accumulates net foreign asset
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positions of -3.6% and -6.12% for the level and ratio experiments respectively. Intu-
itively, when the shocks are more persistent it is more di¢ cult for the agents to insure
against them and agents need larger cushion of precautionary savings to reduce the
increase in income uncertainty.
Persistence of aggregate income shocks. Though e¤ects of changes in aggre-
gate uncertainty are of one order smaller than changes in idiosyncratic uncertainty,
I performed sensitivity analysis for di¤erent values of persistence parameter of ag-
gregate shocks. I recalculate the model with perstistence parameters a = :5 and
a = :75. Table 9 reports the results. The benchmark model results are robust to the
changes in the persistence of the aggregate shocks.
a = :5
level experiment ratio experiment
before after change change
Japan 5.80 20.51 14.7 12.45
US 16.36 12.84 -3.52 -5.62
a = :75
level experiment ratio experiment
before after change change
Japan 5.80 20.52 14.72 12.49
US 16.35 12.80 -3.55 -5.81
Table 9: Sensitivity analysis, persistence of aggregate income shocks
Risk Aversion, . I recalculate the model with lower risk aversion  = 2 and
higher  = 8. Economic intuition suggests that when agents become less risk averse
 = 2, the incentives to undertake precautionary savings diminishes, resulting in the
smaller imbalances. However, with larger risk aversion,  = 8, agents are more willing
to increase their bu¤er of precautionary savings, which leads to larger imbalances.
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Results in Table 10 support this intuition. The model predicts (ratio experiment)
the change in the U.S. net foreign asset position to be only -1.7% for smaller  and
-12.2% for larger .
 = 2  = 8
level exp. ratio exp. level exp. ratio exp.
bef. af. change change bef. af. change change
Japan 1.6 5.8 4.2 3.5 11.7 41.3 29.6 25.3
US 4.6 3.6 -1.0 -1.7 32.9 25.7 -7.20 -12.2
Table 10: Sensitivity analysis, risk aversion
Scale parameter for portfolio adjustment costs, : I perform a sensitivity
analysis on di¤erent values of : .005, .0025 and .001. Intuitively for smaller values
of  it is less costly for the agents to adjust their asset holdings, resulting in larger
imbalances. Table 11 presents the results which supports this intuition.
For example if  = :0025 the model delivers -13.7% for the change in the U.S. net
foreign asset position which accounts for 67 % of the actual change in the U.S. net
foreign asset position. However, for Japan the model delivers 28.5% which is larger
than in the data.
Switzerland. I extend my model to include Switzerland into my sample, and
repeat the exercise for an eight countries version. Results are reported in Table
12. The results are robust to the inclusion of Switzerland. The model predicts the
deterioration of the US net foreign asset position of 2.30% and 7.4% for the level and
ratio experiments respectively.
Gini. I recalibrate the model with the values for Gini computed using di¤erent
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 = :005
level experiment ratio experiment
before after change change
Japan 8.60 30.4 21.8 18.6
US 24.2 18.9 -5.30 -9.00
 = :0025
level experiment ratio experiment
before after change change
Japan 13.2 46.6 33.4 28.5
US 37.2 29.0 -8.20 -13.7
 = :001
level experiment ratio experiment
before after change change
Japan 25.1 89.0 63.9 54.3
US 71.2 55.4 -15.8 -26.1
Table 11: Sensitivity analysis, portfolio adjustment costs
survey: Comprehensive Survey of the Living Conditions of People on Health and
Welfare (CSLCPHW) and published in OECD (2006). As in the benchmark calibra-
tion, I use 1984 and 1999 as years for pre moderation and post moderation periods
and household disposable income as a measurement of income. Table 13 reports the
results. For the U.S. the model (ratio experiment) delivers change in net foreign as-
set position of -8.01% of its output, which explains 40% of the change in the data.
However, the model delivers 15.5% for Japan, which is much larger than 11.3% found
in the data.
Model specication. As pointed out in Heathcote, Storesletten and Violante
(2008), the most accurate process to describe uninsurable idiosyncratic income shocks
consist of highly persistent and transitory components. In the benchmark model, I
modeled the process for the idiosyncratic shocks to comprise only of a persistent
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Country Data Model
level ratio
before after change before after change change
Australia -1.55 -2.01 -0.46 -1.51 -4.29 -2.80 -2.36
Canada -3.29 -0.53 2.76 -2.95 -7.27 -4.32 -3.25
Germany 1.47 0.27 -1.20 -34.4 -40.0 -5.60 0.23
Japan 0.40 11.7 .11.3 5.46 21.1 15.6 16.4
Mexico -2.00 -2.30 -0.30 24.9 27.9 3.00 -0.50
Switzerland 2.90 2.70 -0.20 -1.78 -4.32 -2.54 -3.14
Taiwan 0.41 2.38 1.97 -6.92 -8.10 -1.20 0.01
US 3.70 -16.8 -20.5 17.2 14.9 -2.30 -7.40
Table 12: Results 8 countriesversion
Country level experiment ratio experiment
before after change change
Australia -0.29 -3.04 -2.75 -2.76
Canada -0.83 -5.02 -4.19 -4.09
Germany -34.8 -34.7 0.10 0.19
Japan -30.4 -22.1 8.30 15.5
Mexico 29.3 30.6 1.30 -0.82
Taiwan -2.64 -6.85 -4.21 0.01
US 39.7 41.0 1.30 -8.01
Table 13: Robustness check, Alternative Gini for Japan
component. However, if the true specication of the income process consists of two
components then the value of the persistent parameter used in the calibration might be
incorrect. As an additional robustness check, I repeat benchmark model computations
with the following specication of the idiosyncratic income shocks:
zijt = pijt + uijt; (15)
pijt = ppijt 1 + (
q
1  2pj)epijt; (16)
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where pijt is a persistent component, uijt is a transitory component, p is an autocorre-
lation parameter, epijt  N(0; 2pj) and uijt  N(0; 2uj). I assume that innovations to
permanent component epijt and transitory component uijt are independent with each
other. This specication implies that the total variance of idiosyncratic shocks can
be decomposed into the sum of variances of innovations to persistent and transitory
components:
V ar(zijt) = V ar(e
p
ijt) + V ar(uijt) = 
2
pj + 
2
uj: (17)
I assume that for each country half of the total variance of idiosyncratic shocks is
coming from the persistent component and half from transitory one and I set p = :95.
I present results in Table 14. Qualitatively results are very similar to the benchmark
case for both level and ratio experiments. However, quantitatively e¤ects are smaller.
An interpretation can be as follows. I showed before that the higher is the persistence
of the idiosyncratic shocks, the larger is the bu¤er stock of precautionary savings.
In this case income process is comprised of highly persistent component and zero-
persistent component, transitory part. But the variance of the persistent component
is only half of the variance of the persistent component used in the benchmark model.
So agents accumulate smaller bu¤ers of precautionary savings as compared to the
benchmark case.
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Country level experiment ratio experiment
before after change change
Australia -0.85 -2.70 -1.85 -1.58
Canada -1.90 -4.57 -2.67 -2.34
Germany -24.9 -24.7 0.20 0.44
Japan 3.50 12.4 8.90 7.60
Mexico 16.3 17.0 0.70 -0.33
Taiwan -1.93 -5.00 -3.07 0.06
US 9.85 7.64 -2.21 -3.83
Table 14: Robustness check, alternative income process specication
7. Conclusion
To the best of my knowledge the present study is the rst one to explore a link
between idiosyncratic uncertainty and external imbalances. I showed that changes
in the volatilities of uninsurable idiosyncratic shocks are a possible channel to gen-
erate sizable external imbalances in addition or as an alternative to changes in the
volatility of aggregate shocks. I quantitatively assess this phenomenon this result in a
multi-country model calibrated to industrial and emerging markets. With a plausible
calibration, the model is able to account quantitatively between 30 and 40 percent of
the U.S. net foreign asset position present in the data and comes close to explaining
the change in Japans net foreign asset position. The model is robust to the di¤erent
parameter values and di¤erent model specications.
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7.A. Appendix A
7.A.1. Current Account
I multiply budget constraints for both households by .5, then add those constraints.
This implies: Cjt + Sjt = wjtLjt + Rt 1Sjt 1;where Cjt =
c1jt+c2jt
2
; Sjt =
s1jt+s2jt
2
;
Ljt =
l1jt+l2jt
2
48. From equations (8) and (9): wjtLjt = (1   )Yjt and Rt 1Kjt 1 =
Yjt + Kjt 1(1   ): Plugging those expressions into (13) and dening NFAjt =
Sjt   Kjt and net interest rate rt 1 = Rt 1   1; implies: Cjt + Kjt + NFAjt =
(1 )Yjt+(1+rt 1)NFAjt 1+Yjt+Kjt 1(1 ): Finally, imposing the law of motion
for capital (10) yields: NFAjt   NFAjt 1 = Yjt   Cjt   Ijt + rt 1NFAjt 1 = CAjt
which is equation (11) in the text.
7.A.2. Deterministic steady state
In this section I solve for deterministic steady state for arbitrary country j. I start
with Euler equation (4) for agent 1 in country j in deterministic steady state it boils
down to: [1 +  (s1j  Kj)] = R and similar for agent 2: [1 +  (s2j  Kj)] = R .
These two conditions implies that deterministic steady state values for agents assets
are equal s1j = s2j. Since aggregate saving are dened as Sj =
s1j+s2j
2
, which implies
s1j = s2j = Sj (18)
48I assume that zjt(l1jt   l2jt)  0
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Substituting for s1j, yields [1 +  (Sj  Kj)] = R; which must hold for any j implying
that Sj Kj = Si Ki for any i and j:Plugging the last equality into market clearing
condtion (12) implies that:
Sj = Kj: (19)
Condition (19) holds for any j, pinning down deterministic steady state values for
countriesnet foreign asset positions:
NFAj = 0: (20)
Plugging (18) back into Euler equation (4) and using (19) implies familiar steady
state value for gross interest rate:
R = 1=: (21)
Imposing (21) into equation (9) yields:
Kj
Yj
=

1=   1 +  : (22)
Law of motion for capital (10) implies:
Ij = Kj: (23)
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Applying (20), (22) and (23) into (11) implies:
Cj
Yj
= 1  
1=   1 +  : (24)
Aggregating (5) across agents then dividing by (8) and imposing (24) yields steady
state value for Lj:
Lj =
(1  )L

h
1  
1= 1+
i
+ 1  
: (25)
Using (23) in the production function (6) and solving for Kj gives:
Kj = (=(1= (1 )))^(1=(1 ))L(1 )=(1 +(1 =(1= (1 )))): (26)
Using (25) and (26) into (6) to nd Yj:
Yj = (Kj)
 (Lj)
1  : (27)
Using (25) and (27) into (8) to nd wj:
wj =
(1  )Yj
Lj
(28)
Using (27) in (24) implies:
Cj = Yj(1  
1=   1 +  ): (29)
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Solving (5) for cij and plugging into budget constraints for both agents gives identical
equations for l1j and l2j implying:
l1j = l2j = Lj: (30)
Finally using (30) in the agents budget constraints yields:
c1j = c2j = Cj: (31)
7.B. Appendix B
Value of p Country list
:15 None
:14 United States
:12 + Japan
:04 + Switzerland
:035 + Hong Kong, Taiwan
:03 + Australia, Brazil, Canada, Mexico
:025 + Germany
:02 + Spain, United Arab Emirates
:015 + Indonesia, Italy, Saudi Arabia, UK
:01 + Argentina, Finland, France, India,
Kuwait, Netherlands, Singapore, Turkey
Table 7.1: Value of p and country list
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